Introduction
Let (s k ) denotes the sequence of partial sums of the infinite series a k (or the sequence (s k )) is said to be summable (N , p k ) to the sum l (finite), if
and is said to be absolutely summable (N, p k ), or summable |N , p k |, if the sequence (t k ) ∈ BV, that is
respectively, the set of all sequences which are summable |N , p k | and (N, p k ). Given a sequence a = (a k ), write for k ≥ 1, φ k (a) = t k − t k−1 . By an application of Abel's transformation we have
Note that for any sequences a, b and scalar λ, we have
Lindenstrauss and Tzafriri [9] used the idea of an Orlicz function M to construct the sequence space l M of all sequences of scalars (x k ) such that
The space l M equipped with the norm
is a BK space ([6, p. 300]) usually called an Orlicz sequence space. The space l M is closely related to the space l p which is an Orlicz sequence space with M (x) = x p , 1 ≤ p < ∞. We recall [6] , [9] that an Orlicz function M is a function from 
The ∆ 2 -condition is equivalent to the inequality M (lu) ≤ K(l)M (u) which holds for all values of u, where l can be any number greater than unity.
It is easy to see that M 1 +M 2 is an Orlicz function when M 1 and M 2 are Orlicz functions, and that the function M v (v is a positive integer), the composition of an Orlicz function M with itself v times, is also an Orlicz function. If an Orlicz function M satisfies the ∆ 2 -condition, then so does the composite Orlicz function M v .
By w we shall denote the space of all scalar sequences. l ∞ , c and c 0 denote the spaces of bounded, convergent and null sequences x = (x k ) with complex terms, respectively, normed by
spaces was introduced by Kizmaz [7] . It was generalized by Et and Colak [4] as follows:
Let m be a non-negative integer. Then
The sequence spaces X(∆ m ) are BK spaces normed
where m ∈ N and X is any sequence space.
Throughout the paper X denotes a seminormed complex linear space with seminorm q, M is an Orlicz function, s ≥ 0 is a real number and r = (r k ) is a bounded sequence of strictly positive real numbers. The symbol w(X) denotes the space of all X-valued sequences.
We now introduce the following generalized difference X-valued sequence space using Orlicz function M . (Nanda and Mohanty [11] ). The following inequalities (see, e.g., [10, p. 190] ) are needed throughout the paper.
Let r = (r k ) be a bounded sequence of strictly positive real numbers. If H = sup k r k , then for any complex a k and b k ,
where C = max(1, 2 H−1 ). Also for any complex λ, 
The proof uses ideas similar to those used (e.g.) in [1, p. 427 ] and the fact that every paranormed space is a topological linear space [12, p. 37].
Remark 2.3º g ∆ need not be total, e.g., if p k = 1 for all k and a = (a k ) is any non-zero constant sequence then φ k (a) is constant for all k and hence g ∆ (a) is zero for m ≥ 1. (ii) The proof is immediate using (1). 
Ì ÓÖ Ñ 2.5º For an Orlicz function M , if lim

